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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

This subject of this dissertation is Flavia Iulia Helena Augusta, mother of Constantine the Great, the 

first Christian Roman Emperor. She was involved with her son’s policy of propagating Christianity 

within the Roman Empire and is the subject of the legend of the discovery of the True Cross upon 

which Jesus Christ was crucified. 

 

The story is believed to have its origins at the end of the fourth century, some fifty years after her 

death and so to some is regarded as historical fiction, especially as her contemporary, Eusebius, 

Bishop of Caesarea, makes no direct reference to this event in his writings. However, Helena 

became popular during the Middle Ages as this legend was believed to represent reality. It is indeed 

difficult to distinguish historical fiction from historical fact when over the years fact and legend and 

historical and unhistorical merge. This is further complicated by the emergence of other versions of 

the Helena legend, notably the Protonike legend and the Judas Cyriacus legend, both of which are 

Syrian in origin.1  The Protonike legend originated at the start of the fifth century AD and told how 

Protonike, the alleged wife of the Emperor Claudius [AD41-54] travelled to Jerusalem and 

discovered the Cross. The Judas Cyriacus legend also resembled the Helena version, but here 

Helena shared the leading role with Judas the Jew. This became a popular version possibly because 

of its anti-Jewish character. 

 

To gain an accurate picture of Helena’s life before her pilgrimage to Jerusalem is virtually 

impossible. There are no contemporary written works and so we have to rely on what was written 

after she died, with all the contradictions that these may entail. We are left to decide if she was a 

prosperous business woman owning an inn, a mere stabularia as Ambrose suggests2 or even a 

British princess, the daughter of King Coel3. Regardless of her background, she did appear to be 

revered by her son and later by her grandchildren and other notables such as Eusebius. The title 

Augusta was conferred upon her in the autumn of AD324 and it is only from the increase in 

epigraphical and numismatic material that we can gain some insight into her life from then on. Her 

pilgrimage to Palestine, supposedly in her eightieth year, was beneficial not only to her but to 

 

1J W Drijvers. HelenaAugusta chs.7 & 8  

2Ambrosius De Obitu Theodosii cap.42 
3F Arnold Forster Studies in church Dedications Ch.XVII 



Constantine also, her actions whilst she was there no doubt smoothing the rocky road of Christianity 

in that period. 

 

The following pages will explore her life, with special reference to the legend and its controversies; 

her conversion to the Christian faith and the influence, if any, that she had on Constantine. The 

information gathered has been taken from primary sources in translation such as Eusebius of 

Caesarea, St. Ambrose, St. Paulinus of Nola, Socrates and Sozomenus, together with articles and 

books on the period. 

 

However, the primary sources referred to in this work, with the exception of Eusebius, are taken 

from at least sixty years after Helena’s rise to prominence and the alleged events in Jerusalem. 

Eusebius is a contemporary of Helena, but his favouritism towards Constantine suggests that his 

writings are not without bias. St Ambrose writing at the end of the fourth century is our earliest 

source for some of the legend, with St. Paulinus being his contemporary. The former writing an 

obituary for the Emperor Theodosius which will naturally contain praises for the Emperor’s 

ancestors, the latter writing a private letter to another Christian retelling what he had heard from his 

relative Melania who had lived in the area for many years. However, it is known that Paulinus was a 

poet himself and a former pupil of Ausonius the poet and orator and so this may make the stories of 

Jerusalem that much more appealing to him. Theodoret, Socrates and Sozomenus who appear to be 

continuators of Eusebius’ works were writing in the fifth century, a period when Christianity was 

improving its history and so perhaps there may be a little colouring of events there too. However, 

this in no way suggests that any of these sources did not believe that what they were writing on 

actually happened. 

 



HER LIFE BEFORE CONSTANTINE’S COURT 
 
 
 

Unfortunately, St Helena’s life before her prominence at Constantine’s court is obscure to say the 

least. At most it is based on assumption, with other ideas relegated to fiction. According to 

Drijvers,4 Procopius appears to be the only direct evidence for her place of birth being Drepanum in 

Bithynia and he is writing two centuries later. However, Procopius does not state that this is 

absolute fact, but only public opinion. Is this then all that we have? In his Aedificia5 he states that 

Constantine changed the name of Drepanum to Helenopolis in honour of his mother being born 

there. It is portrayed as an insignificant place, with no magnificent buildings, hardly the way to 

honour an Empress-mother. However, Constantine may have had other plans for expenditure more 

beneficial to his building programme and as we have no date for this name change we cannot 

explore this idea further. 

 

We do however have further information from our other sources that Drepanum was renamed after 

Helena. Eusebius6 writes of Constantine travelling to the city “that bore the name of his mother”, 

before dying at Nicomedia. Likewise Socrates7 tells of the raised status of the renamed city and 

Sozomen8 of a city in Bithynia named Helenopolis. A complication arises however when we read 

Jerome’s account9 that Drepanum was raised to a civitas in AD327 by Constantine to honour the 

Christian martyr Lucian, not Helena, even though it was renamed after her. According to Drijvers,10 

Theophanes Chronographia 28 provides the same information. Likewise the link to Lucian is seen 

in Philostorgius11 but this time it is Helena herself who founded Helenopolis, a new city based on 

the site of Lucian’s burial.  

 

Why is Lucian apparently so important to Helena and possibly Constantine too? The tenuous 

connection may be provided thanks to Eusebius.12 He tells us that during the Great Persecution, 

Lucian the teacher of theology from Antioch was taken to Nicomedia before his execution in 

 

 
4Helena Augusta p9 ff. 
5Aedificia V ii 1-5 in Drijvers 1992, p.9 
6Vita Constantini IV.61 
7Historia Ecclesiastica 1.17 
8Hictorja Ecclesiastica 11.2 
9Ep. Chronicle 1023 
10 ibid. p.10 
11Historia Ecclesiastica II 12-13 in Drijvers 1992, p.11 
12Historia Ecclesiastica VIII.6 & IX.6 



AD303. Eusebius informs us that Lucian proclaimed the defence of Christianity before the Emperor. 

So is it possible that either or both Helena and Constantine heard him whilst Diocletian’s court was 

there between AD 293-305? This is an idea mooted by Barnes,13 but Drijvers does not consider this 

as a possibility. He argues that Barnes is implying that Lucian “had the freedom to speak in 

public”.14 Barnes is not to my mind suggesting this. He suggests that Constantine and Helena “may 

have been with those who heard Lucian”, this does not imply public speaking in front of vast 

crowds, but rather as part of the selected audience when he spoke in front of the Emperor as 

Eusebius states he did. Does this also confirm that Helena was actually at court during its stay there? 

This is anyone’s guess, the possibility is there, but so too is the view that if Constantine converted 

Helena later, the teachings of Lucian helped to convey the message. 

 

Suggestions for Helena’s birthplace have still proved to be an area of interest for twentieth century 

writers. J.Vogt15 suggests that the name Helena is typical for Greek speakers, but to contradict this, 

epigraphical research by M. Kajava16 suggests it is a name also popular in Latin speaking parts of 

the Empire and that it is not a popular name in Bithynia. So, are we back were we started in not 

knowing where she came from? We can take, for example, the suggestion that she was a British 

princess, fit to be the mother of such an illustrious emperor, who after all was proclaimed Emperor 

at York after Constantius’ death. Arnold-Forster17 states categorically that such ideas are “mythical 

history” put forward by Geoffrey of Monmouth and Henry of Huntingdon. Although it is a story that 

befits an Empress-mother, it sadly appears to be circumstantial. In spite of the fact that there were 

church dedications to this venerable lady, mainly in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, Arnold-Forster 

noted that she did not appear in the Kalendars of York, Salisbury or Hereford, a fact to him that 

seems to settle the idea of her not being British born once and for all.  

 

Likewise, if we take another suggested birth-place, Trier, this too can be seen ascribed to legend. 

This is not to say that she did not reside there at some stage in her life, the court of Constantine 

residing there between AD306-316 being the most likely time. Altmann of Hautvillers c.AD850 in 

his Vita Helenae18 portrays the existence of a Helena tradition in Trier based on the suggestion that 

relics from her tomb in Rome had been taken to Reims. Oral tradition places Helena in a wealthy 

 
13Constantine and Eusebius p.194 
14HelenaAlugusta p.11 
15Vogt J. 1976 “Helena Augusta das Kreuz und die Juden. Fragen um die Mutter Constantins des 
Grossen”, Saeculum. Jahrbuch fur Universalgeschitchl 27, 211-222 quoted in Drijvers 1992 p.12 
16Kajava M. 1985 “Some remarks on the Name and Origin of Helena Augusta” Arctos. Acta Philologica 
Fennica 19 41-53 quoted in Drijvers 1992 p.12 
17F. Arnold-Forster Studies in Church Dedication or England or Patron Saints 1899, Ch. XVIII 
18Altmann of Hautvillers Vitae Helenae in Acta Sanctorurn Aug III, 580-599 quoted Drijvers 1992, p.22 



family owning most of the city. She undoubtedly did have a palace in Trier, but not as a result of a 

wealthy father, rather as a result of her position as Empress-mother. 

 

Her birth date is also problematic, but as a result of some detective-work an approximate date at 

least can be located. We have the testimonies of Eusebius,19 Socrates20 and Sozomen21 that say she 

was in her eightieth year when she died. Eusebius is the only contemporary source but this does not 

mean that he is absolutely truthful when writing about her age. He may well want Helena to be 

perceived as akin to Sarah. wife of Abraham, or Elizabeth, mother of John the Baptist, both women 

who lived to a great age. So to arrive at her birth date we have to define the year in which she died. 

However, even this can only be a close approximation. Our contemporary source Eusebius22 

unfortunately does not state this specifically, all we can do is assume that she died shortly after her 

return from her pilgrimage, purely on the basis that the information here on her death follows on 

from the information of her deeds in Palestine. Drijvers23 suggests a pilgrimage date commencing 

autumn AD326 or spring AD327, assessing a journey time between one and a half to two years 

culminating in a return and subsequent death in AD328/329. Also Maurice24 states that there were 

no coins minted for Helena after spring AD329, a proof that she had now died. If therefore she died 

in her eightieth year during AD328/329, her birth-date would be c.AD248/249. As we have no other 

proof to the contrary we must accept this as the correct period. 

 

Her contemporary source, that is Eusebius, remains obviously quiet on her social status before her 

prominence at Constantine’s court. Does this confirm the widespread view that she was of a low 

social position? If she was from a highly respected family epigraphic evidence should prove this and 

Eusebius would be more than happy to acknowledge that his champion had a matriarchal ancestry to 

be proud of. At the end of the 4th century St Ambrose25 writes of her being a stabularia, implying 

her low social status as one who works in or comes from the stables. However it can also refer to the 

keeper of an inn or a servant there and hence its low social prestige. Nevertheless St Ambrose does 

not feel that her status disqualifies her from being a good mother or good Christian as “Christ raised 

her from dung to a kingdom”. 

 
19Vita Constantini III.46 
20Historia Ecclesiastica I.17 
21Historja Ecclesiastica II.2 
22 Vita Constantini III 42-43 
23op.cit  p. 13 
24Maurice.J 1901, “L’atelier monetaire de Constantinople pendant de la periode Constantienne” Revue 
Numismatique p183, quoted in Drijvers 1992 p.13 
25De Obitu Theodosi, 42 



However, the pagan writer Eutropius26 in the mid 4th century casts aspersions on the marital status 

of Helena and Constantius Chlorus and was able to do this without fear of repercussions, writing at a 

time when Constantine’s family were no longer in power. So are we to believe that Constantine was 

the son of illegal intercourse with a low woman and is “the son of a harlot” as Zosimus27 so 

delicately puts it? This however is not as insulting as it may sound and is not just a result of 

Zosimus’ paganism and his Opposition to Christianity. Concubinage was a fact of life in ancient 

Rome since the time of Augustus when the differences in social status prevented a “legal” marriage. 

In this way a man and woman could live together as though they were man and wife and so 

established a solution to the status problem. This however caused a problem for Constantius Chlorus 

who abandoned Helena later in favour of the more socially acceptable Theodora. Likewise it must 

have been problematic to Constantine as Emperor and hence the silence of his contemporary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
26Breviarum X 2 
27Historia Nova 11.8, 11.9 



HER CONVERSION TO CHRISTIANITY 
 
 
 

We are aware that when Helena began her pilgrimage to Palestine that she was a Christian, however, 

to pinpoint exactly when her conversion took place creates a difficulty. That she may have 

converted to Christianity before her contact with Constantius Chlorus is a possibility, but a remote 

one. However, it is noted that he was well disposed towards Christians during the Great 

Persecution.28 Could this be because of his relationship with Helena, assuming she had already 

converted to Christianity? That Helena was a Christian before her son is the view of Theodoret,29 

although he is writing in the early fifth century AD, when Christianity was reassessing its own 

history, including the view that women played an important role in the conversion process. 

 

An allusion to Helena converting Constantine may be seen in the writings of St. Ambrose at the end 

of the fourth century30. We are told that she was a “noble woman, who found much more to confer 

upon an emperor than she might receive from an emperor”. To a converted practising Christian 

mother, what could be better than sharing with your only child, the joy in the faith that you have 

found? Is this what St. Ambrose is trying to convey? After all here was a man with deeply held 

Christian beliefs. However, even if Constantine saw his mother happy in her faith, it does not 

automatically follow that he would convert also. 

 

Such were the views of Christian writers writing some ninety years plus after the pilgrimage to 

Palestine. The only account we have of a contemporary of Helena is that of Eusebius, with all its 

Constantine partisanship. His view was that it was Constantine who converted his mother.3’ 

Eusebius here praises her piety and Christian conviction and pays particular attention to the 

missionary zeal and piety of Constantine, his champion, hardly surprising then that he feels 

Constantine was the converter not the converted. 

 

The fact that Helena converted to Christianity at some stage in her life is not disputed. What is 

disputed I feel is the suggestion by Drijvers32 and also Hunt33 that she displayed Arian leanings 

 
28Eusebjus Vita Constantini Ch.I. 13; 16~ 17 
29Historia Ecliesiastica Ch.XVII 
30De Obitu Theodosii Ch.41 
31Vita Constantini Ch.XLVII 
32Helena Augusta p.38 
33Holy Land Pilgrimage in the Later Roman Empire 320-416 p.36 



even though at the Council of Nicea in AD325 Constantine decreed Arianism as false and 

unorthodox. The slender link to Arianism was first promoted by Hunt in 1982 and reproduced by 

Drijvers in 1992, when it was suggested that she had sympathies for Lucian the martyr, whose 

resting place was at Drepanum, her alleged birthplace. This veneration, according to Hunt, is only 

recorded in Arian tradition by the writer Philostorgius34 c.AD368-430, who obviously had to rely on 

an earlier source for this information or quite simply came to his own conclusions. Considering the 

Nicene decree, it is hardly surprising that an Arian writer would promote such an idea. To 

substantiate the claim of Arian leanings, Hunt and Drijvers point to conflict between Helena and 

Eusthatius, the anti-Arian bishop of Antioch, Hunt qualifying the bishop’s readiness to snub Helena 

because of her sympathies. St. Athanasius writing c.35835 states that the bishop had “insulted” 

Helena. If  his insult was the common slander of the period regarding Helena’s lowly origin, it 

would obviously anger Constantine deeply. It is conceivable he may not even have voiced such an 

opinion, the remark simply being attributed to him as a result of a possible plot by the Arians 

angered by Eusthatius’ anti-Arian stance at not receiving its supporters and at Constantine’s Nicene 

decree. We do not therefore have confirmation of a religious conflict of opinion between the 

Emperor and his Empress mother, nor any actual proof on who converted whom. 

 

With Helena’s central position within the imperial family it is difficult to conclude that her 

conversion was solely due to her belief in what Jesus Christ taught his followers, especially if we are 

to consider Constantine wielding influence over his mother in this area. However, we must not 

forget that Christianity held a great attraction for many women of all classes, so it must have offered 

them something that existing pagan practices did not. It is possible that they did believe Paul’s 

words “there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ”,36 offered them more freedom, 

more equality than they had had before, as well as a belief that their spiritual lives would improve. 

Later aristocratic women such as Melania the Elder and Paula even adopted an ascetic way of life, 

such was the strength of their belief in this new religion. We should not therefore deny Helena the 

right to have similar feelings herself, even if her actions as written by the Church Fathers are 

inexorably linked to those of her son. 

 

 
34Historia Ecciesiastica ii. 12 
35Historia Arianorum Ch.4 
36Galatians ch.3 verse 28 



HELENA’S INFLUENCE ON CONSTANTINE 
 
 

The amount of influence, if any, that Helena would have on Constantine by necessity includes the 

topic of religious conversion. Constantine was the most important person in the Roman Empire and 

there are many opinions on the reasons for his own conversion. Non-Christians would take a 

sceptical view of his alleged conversion date of AD3 12 before his defeat of Licinius. Pointing to 

him allowing pagan practices to continue alongside Christian ones was confirmation to them that his 

move to Christianity was a political one and not born out of personal belief. However, it must be 

remembered that Constantine was ruling an Empire where the two beliefs were running adjacent to 

each other, so it would not be a wise move to annihilate a religion that had been embedded in society 

for hundreds of years. It was also true that Christianity up to this point had not made major inroads 

into political life. The senate was still largely pagan and the army under Constantine’s command had 

very few Christians. All this seems to point to Constantine converting out of his own conviction. 

The narratives of the events at the Milvan Bridge and his heavenly vision before battle do not 

include any reference to Helena and her Christian beliefs. 

 

Is this a confirmation that Helena did not hold Christian beliefs before her son did, or that she 

wielded no influence over him whatsoever? We must bear in mind that these accounts were 

primarily concerned with the ensuing battles and Constantine’s tactics, a woman would not merit a 

mention, unless the battle was fought against her. The idea that she would force him to convert to a 

belief she already held is unlikely. This is not to say that should Helena already adhere to Christian 

beliefs that this would not influence her son to a certain extent. However, the view of Ernst Hello in 

the nineteenth century is somewhat extreme. He states that: “Here is one of the laws of history: 

everything begins with a woman. It is the woman who confers life or death. It is in conformity with 

the nature of things that Helena should have converted Constantine. It is contrary to the nature of 

things that Constantine should have converted Helena”.37 A quote in a work by Cooper suggesting a 

Roman woman’s influence was all hype, a result of rhetorically strategic power games amongst 

Roman men. This appeal to nature however does not ring true in the eyes of some twentieth century 

writers. Salzman38 concludes that the role of aristocratic women in the conversion process was 
 
  
37Ernst Hello Physionomes de Saints 1875. quoted in Cooper 1992 “Insinuations of womanly influence: An 
Aspect of the Christianization of the Roman Aristocracy”. Journal of Roman Studies vol. 82 
38Salzman M R, 1989 “Aristocratic Women: Conductors of Christianity in the Fourth Century” Helios 
Vol.16, No.2  



overemphasised. Her study concerned epigraphic material just after Constantine and so is after the 

period concerning this dissertation, but if this is the conclusion after Christianity was becoming 

more widespread, it does not bode well for our era. 

 

If we are to assume that Helena wielded little influence in her son’s conversion process, can the 

same be said of other areas of court life? Not so according to some writers. Two areas of the period 

that have been singled out are the suggestions that Constantine’s half -brothers were kept from court 

whilst Helena was alive and the death of Fausta, Constantine’s wife, an occurrence that closely 

followed the death of Crispus, Constantine’s son by Minervina. Both Browning39 and Bowder4° put 

forward the theory that Helena was responsible for the exclusion of Constantius and Theodora’s 

children on the basis that she was insulted when Constantius left her to marry Theodora, the more 

socially acceptable match. How do Browning and Bowder arrive at this conclusion? Disregarding 

Eusebius, who is naturally quiet on the subject, tenuous links appear only to be mentioned in a letter 

of Julian the Apostate to the Corinthians, where he writes of his father Julius Constantius’ enforced 

wanderings and also in a speech of Libanius.  41 Helena however is not mentioned as being the cause. 

Also if Helena wielded such influence over her son, either via her personality or out of simple 

respect for his mother, why did Constantine as Barnes suggests,42 recall his half-brothers Flavius 

Dalmatius and Julius Constantius in AD326 and provide them with consuiships? Was it to prevent 

them from causing problems for him? Even so, if Helena did despise Theodora’s children, she 

would no doubt hear of the happening in Italy, even if she was elsewhere at the time. If she did have 

strong feelings or influence on the subject he could have approached it differently and so avoid 

offending his mother. Nevertheless, the possibility is there that SHE suggested “enforced 

wanderings” for the offspring of Theodora so removing them from the scene, with Theodora’s half-

sister Fausta being removed later. All this is reminiscent of Livia/Agrippina palace intrigues of the 

first century AD and so Browning and Bowder’s suggestions should not be dismissed out of hand. 

However, Constantine was the Emperor and what he wanted to happen usually did. Indeed, one can 

easily imagine quite the reverse, Helena the mother going along with everything her son wished, 

simply a pawn in his game. 

When we turn our attention to the murders of Crispus and Fausta in AD326, we are faced with the 

silence of earlier sources, the few that do write on it, such as Zosimus,43 are later and unreliable. 

 
39The Emperor Julian 1975 p.3 1 
40The Age of Constantine and Julian 1978 pgs.42-3 
41Julian the Apostate Fr.4. ed. Tusculum 203 & Libanius Oration.c 14.30, quoted in Drijvers 1992, p.53 
42Barnes,TD, 1981 p.251 
43Zosimus Historia A~ova Book II, 29.2 



Many jump to the conclusion that an illicit relationship took place between stepson and stepmother 

or that a Phaedra-Hippolytus relationship took place in Fausta’s mind and when Cnspus spurned her 

she lied to Constantine, who in his anger ordered his son’s death. She may even have poisoned 

Constantine against Crispus by falsely accusing him of trying to usurp his father, his removal 

thereby securing the futures of her own sons. It is possible that the two events were not even 

connected, although the closeness of both executions and the resulting damnatio memoriae for both 

of them make this unlikely. 

 

Pohlsander44 feels it is quite possible that Helena influenced Fausta’s death. He argues that Helena 

was fond of Crispus and obviously Fausta favoured her own sons.  He sees Fausta playing second 

fiddle to Helena at court, causing natural resentment. Likewise Helena resented Fausta for being the 

half-sister of Theodora, the replacement for Helena as wife of Constantius Chlorus. There is, 

however, no real evidence for this resentment in the sources and it cannot be used as proof of 

Helena’s part in the killing of Fausta. That Helena did influence Fausta’s death is not disputed by the 

pagan writer Zosimus at the end of the fifth/early sixth century.45 However, her influence is not seen 

as a result of internal jealousies, but of sadness at the death of her grandson. To console her 

Constantine ordered his wife’s death, leading to the conclusion that Fausta was linked to the 

execution of Crispus. As Helena departed on her pilgrimage soon after, it is seen as a possible act of 

atonement for what had happened and her part in it. 

 

It is nigh impossible to reach any conclusion regarding Helena having influence over her son to any 

great extent. Do we get a picture of the ruler of an Empire totally at the mercy of the women in his 

life - Fausta over Crispus and Helena over Fausta? The idea of women being the power behind the 

throne is not new, but again was this just rhetoric to discredit the imperial women of days gone by or 

even the “man in charge”, making him seem as less of a man than a current holder of the position? 

No-one was privy to conversations between mother and son, the public facade often masking one’s 

inner feelings. If one calls into question Constantine’s own conversion as being politically 

motivated, the same can be said of Helena’s and the rest of the imperial family. The word 

“influence” can conjure up different meanings to different people, ranging from slight persuasion up  

 
44Pohlsander H A, 1984 “Crispus: Brilliant Career and Tragic End” Historia 33 
45op.cit. Book II, 29.2 



to actual force - as long as it produces a desired effect. We could then argue that by observing his 

mother’s piety, [if she did convert before him] Constantine was sympathetic to Christianity anyway 

and felt that the God of the Christians would be favourable to him at the Milvan Bridge, hence his 

conversion. Likewise, we could say that Constantine “influenced” his mother by forcing her to go to 

Palestine to oversee his building programme and quell dissent in the area, a view to be discussed 

later. In any family situation its members are subjected to influences by others, the imperial family 

being no different to any other, whether one chooses to act on such influences is usually up to the 

individual. However, who can REALLY say that an action by one person is as the result of the 

influence of only ONE other? It is more likely that many factors influence an individual’s choice, 

not one. 
 



HER POSITION AT THE COURT OF CONSTANTINE 
 
 

Eusebius writes how Constantine honoured Helena with the titles Augusta and Empress, by which 

she was known throughout the provinces.46 He does not however, specify a date for this, neither 

does Sozomenus who writes that she was proclaimed Augusta, his information appearing after he 

writes on her discovery of the Cross and her time in Jerusalem.47 Likewise Paulmus,48 writes of her 

being titled Augusta and even goes as far as to calling her a co-regent. However this may be just his 

view of Helena carrying out what he sees as imperial duties in Palestine. He attributes the idea of 

spending from the imperial coffers to complete the task to her, in contrast to Eusebius who gives 

Constantine the credit.49 If all we had were these accounts from which to glean information, we 

could assume that her title of Augusta was as a result of her journey to Palestine. In order to 

understand more about her position at her son’s court we must refer to numismatic and epigraphic 

material.  

 

As Eusebius rightly tells us, Helena was proclaimed Augusta in all the provinces. From the end of 

AD324, coins bearing her portrait increase in number, as do the inscriptions dedicated to her. Until 

AD324, small bronze coins depicting Helena on the obverse with the legend HELE-NA. NF. were in 

circulation, NF indicating Nobilissima Femina or “Her Imperial Highness.”50 After Constantine 

defeated Licinius at Chrysopolis in the autumn of AD324, the HELENA AUGUSTA coins were 

issued in her honour. The same Nobilissima Femina and AUGUSTA coins were also minted for 

Fausta, Constantine’s wife, so it appears there was no distinction in rank between Empress wife and 

Empress mother. 

 

Theories have been posited, by Maurice in particular51 that the Nobilissima Femina coins were not 

for the mother of Constantine, but for a younger Helena, wife of Crispus his son. He bases his theory 

mainly on that fact that Crispus and his Helena were at Thessalonica, where the coins were minted, 

before setting off for war in AD324. He backs this up by stating that the effigy on these 

 
 

 
10Vita Constantini III.ch.47 
47 Historia Ecclesiastica II ch.2  
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HELENA-NF coins depicts a much younger face with different characteristics. Although Maurice 

puts forward a valid argument, it is not totally conclusive, but should not be rejected out of hand. 

Imperial figures were mostly depicted younger than there were purely for propaganda purposes. In 

Helena’s case a younger looking mother would also project the idea of a younger son, fit enough to 

be in control of a large empire. Is it likely that Constantine would authorise Nobilissima Femina coins 

to be issued for his son’s wife and nothing for his own wife and mother? Unless of course he had 

plans in the pipeline for the AUGUSTA coins for Helena and Fausta. There is also the possibility 

that when Maurice wrote at the beginning of this century, incorrect dates had been applied to certain 

coins and more recent methods have corrected these errors. Maurice may have been referring to a 

coin such as the Nobilissima Femina coin from Thessalonica that has been dated to AD318 [Appendix 

II No.1]. It does indeed show a younger looking woman and one can see the point Maurice has 

made, it does seem to stretch the bounds of credibility that this is attributed to a woman of nearly 

seventy years of age! 

 

However, we do appear to be on more solid ground when we look a the HELENA AUGUSTA 

[AVGVSTAJ coins, minted after Constantine’s defeat of Licinius in the autumn of AD324. Coins 

honouring both Helena and Fausta were distributed in greater numbers than before AD324. A 

symbol to the empire that this sole ruler was, outwardly at least, confirming the importance of the 

two women to the imperial family and to the empire at large. Some may even view it as a sharing of 

power. It is difficult at times to decipher the message being projected by an imperial propaganda 

machine. Is it an expression straight from the heart or an idealisation of what is expected from the 

imperial family? 

 

Female members of the imperial family being depicted numismatically was not a new phenomenon. 

A notable example is the ANTONIA AVGVSTA coin52 issued by her son Claudius [AD41-54]. 

According to Suetonius53  was openly contemptuous of her son’s disabilities so the issuing of a coin 

in her honour would hardly be out of love for this woman, it was something he was expected to do, 

in this respect to emphasise his ancestry. Constantine likewise may be emphasising his greatness 

even though his maternal ancestry was hardly from the higher echelons of society. He also may have 

been doing what was expected of him and not simply out of love for his mother. 

 

Nevertheless, there is a numismatically projected message for both Helena and Fausta, one of 

protectors and pillars of this new Constantinian society. For Helena this is clear in the legend 
 
52Roman Imperial C’oinage 80 & 82 Vol.1 
53Suetonius Claudius 3.2 



SECVRITAS REI PVBLICE on most of her coins. [Appendix H No.2 rev.] There has been a debate 

however on a suggested difference in rank between the two empresses, due to the fact that the 

Helena coins invariably depict her with a diadem adorning her hair, whereas Fausta is less often 

depicted with a similar ornament. [Appendix II No.4]. 54 I do not perceive that a hairstyle is a solid 

argument for a distinction in rank but that it is simply to differentiate the elder from the younger 

empress. 

 

Helena’s position in the Constantinian dynasty can be seen via inscriptions that call her mater or 

genetrix of Constantine as well as being described as grandmother of the Caesars. By identifying her 

as the ancestress of Caesars, Constantine’s own rulership as well as that of his sons was justified, 

invalidating any claims that the children of his father and Theodora thought they had. The dedication 

of inscriptions can be seen as a useful ploy of the upper class Roman to gain favour with the 

imperial family. To acknowledge her as a progenetrix of the Constantinian dynasty [as with the 

coinage] displayed her importance, even if by doing so the dedicator hoped to benefit in one way or 

another. [Appendix ifi-CIL VI 1136] However, even though some members of Roman society were 

happy to acknowledge her as grandmother of a dynasty others may not have been. No doubt her 

background as a stabularia was unacceptable to some, a solution could be found by referring to her 

by her title Augusta only and so avoiding the need to acknowledge her position as ancestress, whilst 

still gaining favour with the Emperor. [Appendix rn-Cit VLH 1633]. 

 

So Helena was honoured numismatically and epigraphically as ladies of previous imperial families 

had been, her lowly beginnings were not a disadvantage to her in her son’s eyes it seems. It was 

beneficial to Constantine to advertise the stability and piety of the family of which he was the head. 

Likewise, the honours attributed to the females also exalted the men to whom they belonged. 

Helena’s piety in particular aided Constantine in his attempt to Christianise the Empire, it was useful 

to publicise it. 
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THE PILGRIMAGE TO THE HOLY LAND 
 
 
 

Between AD325 and AD326 Helena made her pilgrimage to the Holy Land. Pilgrimage to holy 

places was not a new phenomenon exclusive to the Christian religion. We hear of pagans in ancient 

Greece travelling to Athens to take part in the Great Panathenaea to celebrate the birthday of the 

goddess Athena as well as marking their identity as Athenians. Such practices continued in the 

Roman Empire with Emperors such as Hadrian, Marcus Aurelius and Commodus travelling to 

Eleusis near Athens to be initiated into the Eleusian mysteries.55 It is not therefore unexpected that a 

converted Helena travelled to Palestine on a pilgrimage. There are questions to be raised however as 

to why Helena travelled this distance at such an advanced age [c.75 years or more] and at that 

precise time. Are we expected to believe that it was out of absolute piety alone? 

 

It is curious that it took her approximately thirteen years after her son converted to Christianity to 

make her pilgrimage. Proof then that she converted after him and so travelled as soon as she could 

after the event? Alternatively, can we believe that she was sent to supervise the building programme, 

but with a main aim of appeasing dissatisfaction in the East? Or had something so dreadful 

happened that she felt the need to be as close to God as possible to plead with him to prevent further 

disasters striking her family? 

 

In order to try to answer these questions we must turn our attention to her son Constantine. After 

defeating Licinius at Chrysopolis, he became the sole ruler of the Empire. What better way to 

promote his Christian faith and thank God for his victory than by a building programme to erect 

churches, especially in the eastern part of the empire that was now under his control. Before the 

Council of Nicea in AD325, Eusebius writes of Constantine’s letter to the eastern bishops on the 

construction and repair of churches in the area.56 He also writes on Constantine’s most famous letter 

written after Nicea to Macarius, Bishop of Jerusalem, regarding the construction of the Church of 

the Holy Sepulchre.57 So it seems that this was his original intention, that the erection of places if 

worship were not as the result of the discovery of the Cross, but part of his aim to Christianise the 

Roman Empire. At least that is the version according to Eusebius. This time we have no need to 

doubt him, the letter to Macarius is not a an elaboration on his part. 
  
55Coleman S & Elsner J, 1995, p.28 
56 Vita Constantini II.46 
57 ibid. III.29 



According to Theodoret, Helena carried these letters to the Holy Land, but he does not elaborate on 

the reason for the mission, we are left to decide for ourselves whether she was sent for this specific 

purpose or was making the journey anyway.58 As an alternative to her being sent by Constantine, we 

have Socrates in the early fifth century writing that she was divinely directed to go to Jerusalem and 

after discovering the Cross, she instructed that the church was to be erected over that sacred place. 59 

However, Sozomenus writing at the same time, tells of how it was Constantine who gave the 

instructions for the church to be built, with Helena journeying for the purpose of finding the wood of 

the Cross.60 Evidently a hint that the Cross had been discovered previously and acknowledged for 

what it was. Is it after all realistic to expect that the remains would be found in exactly the same 

place and not used for successive crucifixions? Unless of course it was removed from the area when 

Christ was taken down from the Cross, the wood being kept in a safe place. In any case it appears 

that Sozomenus was combining sections of Socrates, of Helena travelling anyway, with those of 

Eusebius and Theodoret that tell of the building programme being Constantine’s idea. 

 

When we turn to St. Ambrose’s De Obitu Theodosii at the end of the fourth century, we find Helena 

being sent by Constantine, not as part of a building plan but to fulfil the prophecy of Zachariah61 to 

find the nails for his horse’s bridle.62 In chapter 43 he tells us that the spirit inspired her to look for 

the wood of the Cross. None of this enlightens us in our quest for the truth. However it is a different 

slant on the reason for her journey, but this is only to be expected from a man immersed in the 

Christian faith in his act of praising the piety of the ancestors of the deceased Theodosius. 

 

We know that Constantine had plans to build magnificent churches to glorify the God of the 

Christians and as a means of promoting Christianity. However, these plans and his defeat of Licinius 

who had ruled the area must have caused unrest and so it is a possibility that he sent Helena there to 

diffuse the situation. Mothers after all are generally revered, regardless of one’s faith or nationality, 

so this could be a good ploy on his behalf. This is not to say that any acts of munificence were not 

genuine on her part, but political interests were there lurking in the background. 
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The pagans in the east must have felt a very real threat in Constantine’s propagation of Chnstiariity, 

especially after he became sole ruler in AD324. Many would remember the persecutions of the 

Christians by previous emperors, with the possibility that the tables would be turned on them. 

Constantine did indeed pursue certain anti-pagan measures after AD324.63 Christians became new 

governors, the existing pagan ones being forbidden to sacrifice on duty, those exiled and enslaved 

by pagans were restored to society and pagans were prevented from erecting cult statues or consult 

oracles. It was far from being a persecution as the Christians had suffered, but there was undoubted 

unease. Eusebius however, implies that her journey was motivated by faith to worship where 

Christ’s feet had been.64 He also tells of Helena’s piety, humility, good deeds and generosity.65 No-

one is in the position to deny that she was benevolent, taking care of the needs of the poor and 

giving to ALL the churches she visited, not just the magnificent ones.66 Nevertheless, she did travel 

as an Augusta, not just to Jerusalem but to other parts of the eastern provinces. If the only reason for 

her journey was to visit the holy places and express her devotion to God, she could have travelled 

less ostentatiously and not as an Augusta, donating coins that bore her image.67 Her visit therefore 

carries secular overtones 

 

It is understandable that she would give money to the poor, especially as this was a way of 

converting others to the faith, but why distribute largesse to soldiers?68 Donations to soldiers were 

not unusual, given on birthdays and accessions days of Augusti and Caesares or for special 

celebrations for the imperial family. At the time of Helena’s journey there was nothing special to 

celebrate. This only leaves the possibility of dissatisfaction in the ranks. Constantine’s religious 

reforms and the death of Licinius and harsh treatment of his supporters makes rebellion possible.69 

So the orders may have been to bribe the military and make them loyal. Loyalty of the military was 

always vital, especially at this time of religious upheaval. Helena’s actions in the area were not just 

motivated by piety, giving money to soldiers and freeing prisoners and slaves cannot be seen as 

purely philanthropic acts but as enforcing the policies of her son. 

 

That Helena loved her son and her grandchildren we cannot deny, purely on the basis of evidence to 

the contrary. So we must assume that she held “normal” maternal feelings for these men charged 

with controlling an Empire. This is expressed by Eusebius writing on the purpose for her visit. She 
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was to offer prayers and thanksgiving for these men, who were not only important to her, but to the 

Empire at large.70 Sozomenus also tells us she went “for the purpose of offering up prayer and of 

visiting the sacred places” - the normal duties of any pilgrim.  71 By Eusebius waxing lyrical on who 

she is to pray for are we expected to conclude that there were problems that merited a hasty 

departure to the Holy Land? After all, if she wanted to offer up personal prayers for her family, she 

could do this at home. Unless of course she saw it as part of her duties as a Christian that before her 

life ended she had to visit the places of Christ’s birth and death, but one would have expected her to 

have made this journey before now if that was the reason as there are no records of her carrying our 

imperial duties to prevent it. 

 

This surely points yet again to it being mainly a public display of devotion, portraying the stability 

of the imperial family and exhibiting their piety. This was especially important following the deaths 

of Crispus and Fausta -  if the Emperor could take such action against his nearest and dearest, what 

could he do to others? Nevertheless, it appears that Helena’s mission to propagate Christianity and 

restore peace to the area was successful. No doubt Eusebius’ description of her journey as being one 

of faith became an example for later pilgrims such as Melania the Elder [c.AD374-399] and Ergeria 

[AD381-4] as well as the next imperial pilgrim, Eudocia, [AD428] wife of Theodosius H. Likewise 

her time there aided the development of the legend of the discovery of the True Cross, even if some 

may conclude that she had nothing whatsoever to do with the discovery of the Cross itself. 
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THE LEGEND OF THE DISCOVERY OF THE TRUE CROSS 

 

The basic outline of the legend is that the Empress Helena journeyed to the Holy Land between 

AD325 and AD326. Although it is difficult to pinpoint the exact date, primary sources such as 

Eusebius, Theodoret, Socrates and Sozomenus begin to write on her journey to Jerusalem after they 

narrate the events of the Council of Nicea in AD325. We therefore have to assume that her journey 

followed on from this, how long after we are unable to clarify. The legend continues with Helena 

discovering the Cross upon which Jesus was crucified, with some primary sources adding that the 

nails were also unearthed and subsequently incorporated into Constantine’s helmet and the bridle of 

his horse, fulfilling the prophecy of Zechanah: “There shall be upon the bridles of the horses 

Holiness unto the Lord Almighty”. 72 However, if one is to cast doubts upon Helena discovering the 

Cross, then this too also could be seen as a convenient tool used by Constantine to further his 

position within a newly Christianised empire. 

 

Moving on more than fifteen hundred years to 1899, we have the account of F. Arnold-Forster73 who 

tells us that Helena travelled to the Holy Land in her eightieth year. bestowing rich gifts on all the 

churches she visited as well as benefits to the cities and people she met. He writes that she became 

famous in the Middle Ages for the discovery of the Cross, even though her contemporary Eusebius 

is silent about it. In Arnold-Forster it is Socrates one hundred years after Eusebius who tells of the 

Divine vision causing her to go on her pilgrimage, the finding of the three crosses, the test to find 

the cross of Christ and her gift of the nails to Constantine to be placed in his helmet and bridle. 

 

The legend as it stands seems to be quite straightforward so far and simply a case of choosing to 

believe it or not. However, due to discrepancies in the sources, it is not quite so simple. We have for 

example, views that Helena went of her own accord74, that she was sent by her son75 that she was 

“divinely directed”76, with Theodoret alluding to the Cross already being uncovered as shown in the 

content of Constantine’s letter to Macanus sent with Helena76 Such discrepancies have no doubt 

arisen due to the first account of this discovery appearing some fifty - sixty years after 
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Helena’s death, possibly based on oral tradition with all the problems that could entail. When 

Eusebius of Caesarea wrote his Vita Constantini after Constantine’s death in AD337, we find no 

mention of Helena’s discovering the Cross during her pilgrimage to the Holy Land. No doubt 

Eusebius had his reasons for this and these will be discussed later. We even have Borghammar78 

estimating that the Cross was found in early AD325 due to the appearance of a new diadem on coins 

of Constantine for that period. He links this to the finding of the nails and their alleged incorporation 

within Constantine’s diadem/helmet and his horse’s bridle, speculating that this was the cause of the 

new diadem’s appearance, especially in view of Constantine’s vicennial celebrations. Does this 

really prove that this was a depiction of a diadem containing nails form the Cross? It is all conjecture 

on Borghanimar’s part surely? 

 

Taking into account the various discrepancies in the narratives, it is hardly surprising that some 

would view Helena’s discovery as pure fiction. The word “legend” coming form the Latin legendum 

meaning something to read. This is in point of fact what happened during the Middle Ages when 

such chronicles were read for spiritual profit, especially when it concerned a saint and a feast day. 

The renaissance provided a sceptical attitude to ecclesiastical traditions, with new classicism 

perceiving legends as containing too many miracles and superstitions to be true. Now it seems that 

the word “legend” has undergone a semantic change to be seen as an untrue or unhistorical story. 

Could it be that this semantic change has therefore provoked a change in outlook as well? We 

should take care not to reject a narrative just because it falls under the genre label of “legend” 

 

One would assume that Eusebius would promote anything that concerned his hero Constantine 

whom he deeply revered, and his mother. This as we see in the Vita Constantini is not always the 

case, as he make no direct reference to Helena’s discovery of the Cross, although he alludes to the 

discovery when reproducing Constantine’s letter to Bishop Macanus79, it is a “monument of his most 

holy Passion, so long ago buried beneath the ground”. On the other hand, as he is replicating 

Constantine’s letter, he cannot ignore this reference. Constantine here is focusing on the basilica to 

be sited adjacent to the hill of Golgotha, whereas Eusebius concentrates more on Christ’s tomb, 

especially when he refers to a “testimony of the resurrection”.80 Eusebius’ Vita constantini refers to 

Helena’s visit to Palestine, whereas his Historia Ecciesiastica does not. This is because the latter is 

primarily a work on those who expounded the Word of God and those who were against it. Although 

Constantine is included in Book 10, the mention of Crispus in Ch.9.6 as “like his father” 
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and “God beloved” make it clear that this History was completed before Crispus’ execution 

c.AD326 and before Helena’s journey to Palestine. 

 

Why then does Eusebius not promote Helena as discovering the cross as others do? No doubt there 

is more than one reason for this. Eusebius although a bishop of the church is principally writing 

from an historian’s point of view, with natural doubts on authenticity - truth is therefore important. 

Can we then take his silence as proof that Helena did not discover the Cross? We can assume that 

his position as metropolitan would mean that he would accompany such an important person as 

Helena around the Holy Land and so would expect him to be present to witness such an important 

discovery. However, maybe he did not witness the event and so feels he cannot include it in his 

writings. However, the idea that Helena did not discover the Cross can be overridden by Eusebius’ 

position as a theologian with the emphasis on Christ’s resurrection and not his death [that is, the 

tomb and not the Cross]. Promoting Constantine as the life of the Christian faith within the Empire, 

analogous to life in Christian terms is his aim, quite naturally he wished to disassociate him with a 

symbol of death. However, the Cross can also be seen as a sign of victory over death and evil, which 

is probably the way Constantine wished to use the relics to signify the death of paganism [the evil] 

and the promotion of Christianity within the Empire. 

 

Some secondary sources have arrived at the notion of there being a power struggle between 

Eusebius of Caesarea and Cyril of Jerusalem. Drijvers,81 Walker82 and Rubin83 appear to be in 

agreement on this. The idea is posited that Eusebius felt his position to be under threat from the 

discoveries at Jerusalem, meaning that Caesarea would become less and less important. This 

however surely does not ring true, Eusebius had always been aware of the importance of the events 

that took place at Jerusalem, Caesarea he knew could never compete with that. It would be petty to 

suppress the discovery on this account, especially from his viewpoint of spirituality and so the 

reasons put forward in the previous paragraph seem more likely. 

 

So in order to gain an insight to the possibility of the discovery of the Cross during Helena’s visit to 

Palestine, we have to turn to our other sources, notably the earliest versions of Gelasius of 

Caesarea. According to Drijvers~ a fragmentary version of the legend written down by Gelasius of 

Caesarea c.AD390 has recently been discovered. This was written c.AD390, preceding St 
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Ambrose’s account of the discovery made by Helena by some five years.85 It is suggested that 

Gelasius admires Helena, together with Constantine and Constantius Chlorus, But if he used 

Eusebius’ Historia Ecciesiastica and Vita Constantini as his principal sources, then this admiration 

is hardly surprising. However, Gelasius does not copy Eusebius’ work verbatim, as he tells us of 

Helena discovering the Cross, whereas Eusebius does not. It appears then that the individual’s 

theological views are important here. 

 

We also have St. Ambrose’s funeral oration for Theodosius I as well as letter 31 of St. Paulinus of 

Nola to Severus. These early versions share many similarities and seem to draw upon Jerusalem 

itself as the major source possibly from stories told at Jerusalem to pilgrims and maybe then 

reported by Gelasius himself. It is said by Borghammar86 that Gelasius was related to Cyril of 

Jerusalem, who promoted Gelasius to his position of Bishop of Caesarea. It would come as no 

surprise then if what was written in this Church History contained much that was influenced by 

Cyril and used as a way of promoting the events at Jerusalem with a prominent role given to 

Macarius, another bishop, who is the one to identify the cross, something absent from the accounts 

of St. Ambrose and that of St. Paulinus in the early fifth century. These later accounts are still 

believed to be influenced by Jerusalem via pilgrims returning home, particularly Paulinus who is 

said to have received his information from Melania the Elder who chose to adopt an ascetic lifestyle 

and lived in Jerusalem welcoming pilgrims to her monastery. Her time in the area c.374-39987would 

ensure that she was well aware of the stories that were told in connection with the Cross. So it would 

seem that we do at least have some sort of agreement by the late fourth century that the Cross was 

discovered during Helena’s visit. Drijvers appears to disagree with the idea that Helena had anything 

historically do to with the discovery of the Cross and cites fourth century sources as proof of this.88 

Eusebius’ reasons for this have already been dealt with and the later writings of St Ambrose do link 

her with the discovery. It seems that Drijvers is suggesting that Ambrose’s pilgrim source is the 

victim of hype put across to promote the area, that because of the annual celebrations that include 

the Cross, a story has been compiled to make its discovery more appealing to the pilgrims visiting 

Jerusalem. However Drijvers himself admits defeat in the lack of source material to understand how 

the legend developed.89 
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It appears Gelasius was the major source for the fifth century authors who included this discovery in 

the Church Histories. Rufinus, Socrates, Sozomen and Theodoret share the idea that the Cross of 

Jesus was identified by the cure of a noblewoman, with all except Theodoret noting that the titulus 

as described in the Gospel of St. John [ch. 19.19] was nearby. One thing to note however is that the 

St Paulinus version tells of a dead male being brought back to life. This again highlights the problem 

of oral tradition, with the swapping of female for male, however such a discrepancy may have been 

seen to be irrelevant to an ancient writer whose emphasis is more likely to be on resurrection. 

 

However, the actual “miracle story” can be difficult for a modern reader to accept and hence the 

view that the whole of this is pure fiction, that such a “miracle” could not happen instantly. It could 

quite genuinely be the case that over a period of time that the sick woman was restored to health 

quite naturally, or even by the power of belief, of mind over matter, she made herself better by 

actually believing it was possible, very like the placebo effect of pills today. We must also not 

overlook the effects of oral tradition. What happened in Jerusalem was important to the believers in 

the audience, attaching a famous name to the story does not imply an intention to deceive, merely to 

make the events even more spectacular, more miraculous. Over a period of years some facts of the 

story can be cut out, it would certainly make it more interesting especially from a writers point of 

view. Here we have a “miracle”, very much like those in the Bible, it would then make the tale more 

effective, more acceptable to the audience as it was something they were familiar with. Once the 

audience were comfortable with this they would then be more likely to accept what was to follow. 

This is a tactic that Plato used, especially when he was unable to explain his ideas by means of 

examples, well known myths were introduced. Writers of the late fourth/early fifth century AD must 

have been familiar with Plato’s works or of those who followed the same idea via their education, 

saw that it worked and would feel no qualms about using the same pattern themselves. As for 

Paulinus using a man raised from the dead, this could quite simply be a transference of the Lazarus 

story from the New Testament90 either by himself or the original oral source, the man being “raised 

like Lazarus”. 

 

Helena herself must have also held strong beliefs that anything Jesus touched would give life or 

protect anyone who carried it. Hence the idea of sending the nails to her son. Both St Ambrose91 and 

Theodoret92 report that it was Helena herself who incorporated the nails into Constantine’s 
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helmet and horse’s bridle, whereas Socrates,93 Sozomen94 and Rufinus95 attribute this action to 

Constantine himself. This is only a slight discrepancy in the story with all acknowledging anyway 

that the original idea was hers, so that she originally sent them to her son either complete or with 

instructions on what to do with them in order to protect himself and ultimately the Roman Empire. 

Maybe she wished to project Constantine, the first Christian Emperor, as the saviour of the Empire, 

just as Christians saw Jesus as the saviour of the world. In death Jesus gave life to believers, with 

pious Christians believing that anything he touched would give life also. 

 

Of course it is not possible to complete a section on the legend of Helena without at least 

considering the other alternative legends that were popular. The Protonike legend of the early fifth 

century was only known in Syriac and later in Armenian and so was confined to the eastern areas 

where those languages were spoken. The storyline as translated by G. Howard96 is basically that of 

the Helena legend with Protonike, the alleged wife of the Emperor Claudius and her children being 

substituted for Helena and her retinue. There are a few problems with this legend, the first few lines 

of the translation have Protonike asking to see the wood of the Cross, she did not come across it by 

accident nor did she receive divine inspiration - so how did she know it would still be there? In an 

age where wood was in short supply, it may well have been used many times over in other 

crucifixions. Moreover, did Claudius know he had a wife named Protonike? This name is not 

accorded to any of his wives and so can be dismissed as fictitious. Also when she allegedly returned 

to Rome and recounted the story of what happened, why would her still pagan “husband” feel the 

need to rid Italy of the Jews because of what they had done to a Christian? Likewise, the discovery 

of the nails had to be omitted, they were used by Constantine/Helena to fulfil an Old Testament 

prophecy and linked to a Christian Emperor, it would not be credible to suddenly turn a pagan 

emperor into a Christian one just for the sake of continuity. 

 

It is not in doubt that in the first century AD, when Protonike was alleged to have travelled to 

Jerusalem, the Cross could have been discovered, only to be recovered or simply taken over by 

Helena later as a propaganda tool for the Chnstianisation of the Empire. What is in doubt is the 

similarities of the story, there are too many discrepancies to make this one really credible, maybe it 

too was reworked in this way to make it more acceptable to those who had originally heard the  
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Helena version. The Helena story could anyway have been taken east by pilgrims some time in the 

early fifth century, to be hijacked by the Syrians who may have felt peeved at the Romans coming to 

what they saw as their territory and taking over and gaining glory for something that may see as 

“theirs” - who knows? 

 

The other legend concerning Helena and the Cross is the Judas Cyriacus legend, translated in 

Drijvers,97 which differs from the original Helena legend mainly in that it contains many biblical 

references in addition to the prophecy of Zechariah. In this account Helena harasses the local Jews 

to find where the cross is, maybe this is why the Judas Cyriacus legend became the most popular, 

with its anti-Jewish polemic - as they were blamed for the crucifixion of Jesus. In this version Judas 

the Jew is given a prominent role above Helena and is baptised into the Christian faith, a good 

propaganda tool perhaps? Likewise the healing of the woman/man can be likened to salvation for 

those who know Christ. If this native of Jerusalem was actually Jewish, so much the better. 

Undoubtedly she/he would be so grateful that she would convert to the religion that brought her/him 

back to life, the Jewish faith being considered by some as a “dead” faith. Not everyone felt this way 

however, there still remained similarities between the Christian and Jewish faiths, with some 

Christians still taking part in its festivals and visiting its synagogues, much to the disgust of the 

Church Elders. This therefore is not just a story about a discovery, it is a story about conversion and 

therefore would give more power to whoever wanted to use it to spread Christianity. 

 

Furthermore, if we believe the legend originated in Palestine as part of the stories to pilgrims as to 

why the churches came to be built, it became a useful device to promote the area and its link with 

the imperial household. From Ergeria’s account of her pilgrimage in the late fourth century98 we are 

told of a tradition that annually on 14th September the consecration of the Constantinian buildings 

and the discovery of the Cross were commemorated. The perpetuation of this celebration 

undoubtedly reinforcing the idea that the churches were built as a result of the Cross being 

discovered. However, it is up to the individual to decide which discovery story is as near to the truth 

as possible, if any of them are. 

 

 

97 ibid. 1992 p.165 ff. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

According to Eusebius99 Helena was around eighty years of age when she died, the same age being 

replicated later by Socrates,100 Sozomenus,101 and Theodoret.102 Quite naturally they elaborate her 

piety and how she will be remembered, except for Socrates, whose account is short and to the point. 

These writers do not commit themselves to a date for her death, the only one who sheds a little light 

upon this is Theodoret, telling us she returned to her son after her pilgrimage and not long after, she 

passed away. So again we can only make an approximation regarding the date of her death. 

Eusebius103 writes that she died with Constantine at her side, whether this is correct or just Eusebius 

romancing the tale a little we cannot judge, due to lack of any evidence to the contrary. 

 

We have Barnes104 writing that Constantine was in Trier during the autumn of AD328 conducting a 

campaign against the Germans. Is it possible that a woman of such a great age would extend her 

journey to be with her son on campaign? Quite likely, imperial women had been known to 

accompany their menfolk on such ventures and if Helena wanted to inform her son of the 

happenings in Jerusalem herself, this would account for her presence there. Also, although we 

believe her to be an octogenarian we should not assume that she was a frail one. By piecing together 

the information that we have we can estimate that she passed away at the end of AD328/329, most 

likely in the western part of the Empire. 

 

After her pilgrimage there is no further mention of her activities in the sources, except for her death 

and so we must conclude that she did indeed die not long after her return to the west. To have 

complete silence on the imperial first lady after such a momentous journey is inconsistent with her 

importance to events, reinforcing the idea of an early and not a later death. Drijvers105 writes that the 

issuing of Helena Augusta coins ceased in the spring of AD329, so we can be certain that she died 

before then. This date therefore linking to Eusebius’ comment that she died after her visit to the 

Holy Land. 
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Refernng to Eusebius again106 we are told that Helena’s body was taken to “the imperial city”. Is this 

Rome or Constantinople? I consider that he is referring to Rome as in the next chapter [48] he 

describes Constantinople as “the city which bore his name”, that is Constantine’s However, 

Socrates107 refers to “New Rome”, which could be understood as a reference to Constantinople. Or it 

may be Rome, being transformed by the building plan of churches and so on that was being carried 

out. 

 

This may be validated by the mausoleum on the Via Labicana adjacent to the basilica of Ss. 

Marcellino et Pietro, built under Constantine’s orders, being designated as Helena’s burial place. 

This area already having connections to Helena via inscriptions having been found there, plus 

suggestions of her authorising repairs to buildings there, particularly the thermae-Helenae. The 

porphyry sarcophagus found there was said to contain her remains. [Appendix 6] This sarcophagus 

depicts the battle of Romans with barbarians, military subject matter that suggests it was meant for a 

male member of the family. [Constantine himself?] Also there is no overt Christian imagery or 

symbolism which would be expected for a family that supposedly been Christians for more than 

fifteen years. However, it may have been viewed as more important that the imperial family 

members were associated with military power as opposed to religious beliefs. This too could explain 

why there are no “feminine” touches on the sarcophagus, one would expect that due to her great age, 

preparations should have been in hand for Helena’s final resting place. 

 

Conversion and influences 

Who converted whom in the Helena/Constantine equation depends entirely on an individual’s point 

of view. One argument is no more convincing than the other it seems. There appears to be general 

agreement between the ancient sources who dealt with Constantine’s own conversion in that it took 

place before the decisive battle at the Milvan Bridge. The Emperor seemingly arriving at the 

conclusion that the deity in heaven favoured the Christians, as the previous pagan Emperors who 

ordered the persecutions had met an unhappy end after being deceived by oracles.  108 Worshipping 

many gods brought disaster. Constantine concluding that it must be the Christian god who ought to 

be appeased to gain glory. A rather fickle conversion by today’s standards, but no doubt acceptable 

in a different era, There is no real confirmation that Helena was the driving force behind the 

conversion process, the differing views of a writer reflecting the spirit of his own age. 
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Likewise, we have no absolute proof that she wielded any real influence over her son, even in the 

dark days of the Crispus-Fausta incident. Her life until AD3 12 remaining more or less obscure. 

Until her pilgrimage there is nothing that actually proclaims that she was honoured more than 

previous imperial mothers, Constantine and other dedicators merely following standard Roman 

procedures of what was expected. 

 

Drijvers109 writes that after her death many statues were erected to Helena and tells that Constantine 

commissioned a statue to his mother to be erected in Constantinople to accompany one of himself. 

An example of a man paying homage to a woman who travelled East to supervise his building 

programme and pacify unrest in the area as well as projecting an image of humility and charity that 

were necessary to promote the Christian faith he had adopted. This woman just happened to be his 

mother. 

 

The legend 

We have been presented with a picture of Helena as the foundress of the newly Christianised Roman 

Empire. She is perceived as humble and charitable, an obvious representative of female piety, a role 

model for later Christian women to follow. In addition to the Protonike and Judas Cyriacus legends 

we can see similarities in the Coptic legend from the fifth century that began around the idea that 

Eudoxia - an unknown virgin sister of Constantine - is ordered via a vision to find Christ’s tomb and 

whilst doing so discovers the titulus of the Cross.110 Drake rightly surmises that this story came from 

the Greek East out of necessity to acknowledge the separation in the various calendars of the 

Eastern Church of the celebrations for the Tomb and the Cross. As the Roman calendar awarded one 

day for both events it was unnecessary in the Latin West to adapt the Helena legend. If Drake is 

correct is assigning a composition date for this new legend to the mid seventh century, we can see 

the importance that the Helena legend had to propagating events within the thurches of that period. 

A simple name derivation from the Empress Eudocia’s pilgrimage to the area in AD438, into 

Eudoxia, sister of an Emperor, based on the Helena legend, creates a whole new legend to fit into 

Coptic East practices. Likewise the reverse could happen to the original Helena legend, 

transforming the ex-stabularia into a princess would fit nicely into the British myth that she was the 

daughter of King Coel.  111 
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Such variations could cast doubts on the authenticity of the Helena story as proclaimed in our 

original sources. The question that must be asked is - how important is it to search for a ~ account of 

the discovery of the Cross? Indeed what is the likelihood that the Cross on which Jesus Christ was 

crucified was ~ discovered in such a way? The crosses of Christ and the two criminals may simply 

have been stored away waiting for the next victims, with wood being in short supply and death by 

this method being hardly unique. Unless of course we conceive the idea that Jesus’ followers bribed 

the soldiers to allow them to remove the Cross along with his body. In that case it would be unlikely 

that the Cross would have been discovered in the area designated as the place where Jesus was 

crucified. 

 

Christians today are content in their belief that Jesus did die upon the Cross as Saviour of mankind, 

with his resurrection being fundamental to their faith. After such a long period of time, we know 

that any discoveries made in the area today would merely shed light on the possibility of what could 

have happened then. In the fourth century, views were probably different. Christianity was an up 

and coming religion, converts being hungry for anything that was part of this new faith, especially 

when it was connected to the man who had been at the forefront and had died for his beliefs. We 

cannot therefore dismiss as nonsense such discoveries or stories that grew up around the area that 

became so special to Christians. If they gave hope or comfort to the faithful of that period, who are 

we to doubt what they believed? 

 

Nevertheless, it appears that the legend served a valuable purpose for many and was enough to 

guarantee Helena a place in Chnstian history and sainthood, her feast day being celebrated by the 

Roman Catholic Church in the West on August 18th and in the Eastern Orthodox Church with 

Constantine on May 21st. The story of the finding of the True Cross and its attendant miracles later 

inspired the ninth century poet Cynewulf112 becoming the subject of his poem Elene. The myth of 

Helena being a British princess as well as her link to the finding of the True Cross no doubt 

accounts for her representation on rood screens in English churches, notably in East Anglia, that 

have survived from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries113 Also her depiction on church stained 

glass windows such as those at Ashton-under-Lyne in Greater Manchester and those at Morley in 

Derbyshire [Appendix 4] are probably for similar reasons. She is inevitably depicted in art 

accompanied by a cross, ensuring that the alleged happenings of the fourth century will not be 

forgotten. 
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The Emperor Constantine (?) and St. Helena by CORNELIS ENGELBRECHTSZ, Leiden, c.1517 
        A possible fragment of an altarpiece, connected with the supposed relic of the Cross that arrived in 

Leiden in 1517. 
 

Taken from The Renaissance -  European Painting 1400-1600, 1994, 
Charles McCorquodale, London, Studio Editions 

 


